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Follow popular YouTubers Kaelin and Kyrah Edwards as they grow from young and in love, believing the hard part of life is over, to
adulthood, filled with both challenges and opportunities. Kaelin and Kyrah Edward's viral video of 2016 (Crazy Girlfriend Throws iPhone in the
Pool!) thrust them into the spotlight with a velocity that they never could have imagined. Since that time, they have grown up in front of their
audience—they have built their relationship, gotten married, grown their family through the births of their two little boys. What began for them
as the posting of a prank video has evolved into an engaged viewership of over 2 million on their various social channels that looks to them
for guidance in how to make good life decisions. This Kind of Love follows the Edwards' family's adventure as they learn to live through the
lens of God's promises and principles, such as: Waiting to have sex until marriage out of obedience to God's plan for our lives. Waiting to
take the time to lay a foundation for our future rather than rushing to get on with life. Waiting for God's plan for our lives to be revealed.
Waiting for God's timing. Waiting for God to refine our character. Waiting for one another to become who we will be. Waiting for God to come
through when trouble comes. In This Kind of Love, Kaelin and Kyrah invite you to join their often tumultuous journey and
experience—alongside of them—the joy and beauty that comes through waiting for God to do His work in our lives.
STRAIGHT FROM HOLLYWOOD comes a dynamic business model for building a thriving career without compromising your faith. DeVon
Franklin, vice president of production for Columbia Pictures, shares how being bold about his Christian faith while being driven and ambitious
has actually helped him to excel in a high-profile, fast-paced, competitive industry. You are the movie. Produced by Faith parallels each step
of the Hollywood filmmaking process with the faith-making process God uses to turn your career into a success. You will discover that it is
possible to be both wildly successful and completely committed to God—and that you will be even more successful when you place your faith
at the center of your career. You can unleash the power of your faith as your greatest professional advantage and use the compass of God’s
Word to guide you to your true passion and purpose in life. In this informative, inspiring book, DeVon reveals the secrets to maintaining your
faith while advancing in your career. Here he shows you: • How to discover The Big Idea for your life • How to take your career to the next
level • How to recognize the signs God sends you that indicate when it’s time to move in a new direction • How to stand firm on your
Christian principles without compromise • How to work with people who don’t understand your beliefs • How to choose a profession,
industry, or company that is in tune with your purpose DeVon says, “I know from my own experiences that if you will put your career in God’s
hands and trust him, you can’t account for all the ways he will bless you. When you step out in faith, he will open doors and bring you
opportunities that will surpass even your wildest expectations. . . . If I have learned anything, it’s this: to get where you want to go, you first
have to become the person God wants you to be.”
DeVon Franklin, New York Times bestselling author of The Wait and prominent Hollywood producer, reveals that secular and spiritual
success are not opposites. To have one, you need the other. Are you tired of living a life paralyzed by fear? Are you anxious to break free of
the “beware mentality” that has kept generations of well-meaning people living beneath the fullness of their calling? You’re unfulfilled
because you’ve been convinced that you would lose your faith if you pursued the secular ambitions God has put in your heart. However, until
you pursue those ambitions you will miss out on the fullness of God and the success you were created to have. For too long there’s been a
line drawn between the spiritual and the secular, and we have been conditioned to believe that if we cross this line in either direction, we will
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have gone too far. It’s time to break down this barrier so you are free to go further than any believer has gone before. The Hollywood
Commandments combines spiritual teachings with secular strategies to help you achieve unprecedented success and live the life you were
destined to live.
David and Tamela Mann have been married for 30 years, but the singers, actors, and entrepreneurs are just as, if not more than, happily in
love as they were in the early days of their relationship. In their new book, the couple will relate the story of their first encounters as
teenagers, the importance of communication, and how they’ve been able to keep that spark burning through all these years. The Mann's
have delighted and inspired audiences through music, a string of plays and movies, as well as several television series—Meet the Browns,
The Mann's, and Mann & Wife. They’ll share about their often hilarious and sometimes controversial interactions with each other, their
blended family of five grown children and eight grandchildren, and how these relationships enrich their lives. Given their recording careers,
touring, filming, and managing an outrageous family, The Mann's will share with readers the day-to-day challenges, successes, and joys that
happen behind the scenes.
Leadership by the Good Book will inspire, empower, and equip men and women to lead their businesses, their teams, their ministries, and
even their families to greater heights and to have an eternal impact. For David L. Steward, founder and chairman of World Wide Technology,
his philosophy for building a successful business is simple and founded on a Biblical principle: "For even the Son of Man did not come to be
served, but to serve" (Mark 10:45 NIV). As a business leader, he says, the first priority is to serve employees. Together with Brandon K.
Mann, these two leaders distill their wisdom in this field guide for leaders who want to bring respect, integrity, honesty, and trust to the
workplace. Steward and Mann draw from personal experiences as well as share insights and examples of how God's Word has informed and
influenced their leadership. Each chapter ends with a section titled Your Leadership Flywheel: Learn, Live, Lead, Legacy, which includes selfreflection questions, application of biblical principles, as well as a prayer.
When three-year-old Sonny witnessed his father's brutal murder, he didn't know a curse haunting the men in his family was to blame. But his
grandmother, Constance Jackson, did. For 20 years, Constance clung to her abusive marriage and church hoping that she could save her
son. But hope and prayers were not enough, and her son died an unnatural death just like four generations of Jackson men before him. Now,
she's stuck raising her grandson - Sonny. As time goes on, Constance sees Sonny as a chance to make things right with her past. But as
Sonny approached manhood, Constance recognizes a change in him. And her gut says the shadow of the curse is lurking and will strike
again soon. She fights to keep Sonny from his father's fate. But a grandmother's gumption and prayers may not be enough to save Sonny's
soul.
The New York Times bestselling author of The Wait and “spiritual teacher for our times” (Oprah Winfrey) frankly and openly explores why
men behave the way they do and what everyone—men and women alike—need to know about it. We hear it all the time. Men cheat. Men love
power. Men love sex. Men are greedy. Men are dogs. But is this really the truth about men? In this groundbreaking book, DeVon Franklin
dishes the real truth by making the compelling case that men aren’t dogs but all men share the same struggle. He provides the manual for
how men can change, both on a personal and a societal level by providing practical solutions for helping men learn how to resist temptation,
how to practice self-control, and how to love. But The Truth About Men isn’t just for men. DeVon tells female readers everything they need to
know about men. He offers women a real-time understanding of how men’s struggles affect them, insights that can help them navigate their
relationships with men and information on how to heal from the damage that some misbehaving men may have inflicted. This book is a raw,
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informative, and accessible look at an issue that threatens to tear our society apart yet it offers a positive way forward for men and women
alike.
A noted pastor and New York Times best-selling author offers words of comfort and patience to anyone waiting for answered prayers.
The most powerful journal on the planet. In the international bestseller The 5 Second Rule, Mel Robbins inspired millions to 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 1...take action, get results, and live a more courageous life! Now, in The 5 Second Journal, Mel guides you step-by-step through a simple
research-backed daily journaling method that will help you become the most productive, confident, and happiest you. It is the most powerful
journal on the planet because it uses science to unlock the greatest force in the universe...YOU. Using this journal, you will: GET SH*T DONE
You won’t just get more done–you’ll do it in half the time. Your life is way too important to spend it procrastinating. Invest a little time in here
every day and in return you’ll get the best tools psychology, organizational behavioral, and neuroscience have to offer. KISS OVERWHELM
GOODBYE Stop being ruled by your to-do list and start getting the important work done. Filling your days with menial tasks will not lead to a
meaningful life. This journal will keep your focus on what’s most important, even in between conference calls and running errands.
CULTIVATE ROCKSTAR CONFIDENCE Confidence is a skill YOU can build. Yes, you. And it’s not as difficult as you may think. Every day
this journal will give you a chance to step outside your comfort zone so you can feel proud of yourself and watch your self-confidence grow.
AMP YOUR PASSION Want to live a more passionate life? Stop focusing on sh*t that drains you. Seriously. This journal will show you a cool
way to power up your energy levels and tap into that inner zen that knows exactly what fuels your fire. GET CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE If you
get to the end of the day and wonder where it all went, it’s time to take stock. Using research from Harvard Business School, you’ll learn one
simple mindset trick that keeps you present to what matters most, which is the secret to being in control. BE THE HAPPIEST YOU Science
proves that your mood in the morning impacts your entire day. That’s why this journal is designed to boost your mood first thing, so you can
become a happier, smarter, and more positive person all day. The fact is, happier people get sh*t done.
You Are Worth Waiting For! In a world consumed with quick-fixes, superficial romances, and “hookup” relationships, maybe you’re asking—
What’s the benefit to actually waiting for God’s best? Is there a perfect plan for my future—or is it just a fairy tale? Should I just settle like
everyone else? With all-new insights from Jackie Kendall, a new generation will answer these questions and discover what made Lady in
Waiting a life-changing encouragement to over half a million readers worldwide. You will learn to: • Step into your royal identity as a daughter
of the King and experience contentment, security, and patience in your life • Protect your purity as you see how God sees you—valued,
beautiful, and one-of-a-kind • Take advantage of the waiting process and use it to become a woman of devotion, faith, and conviction •
Refuse to settle for anything or anyone less than God’s best for your life Enjoy the wait, embrace the journey, and experience the
extraordinary power of being a Lady in Waiting!
Historical fiction
Henson writes of her family, the one she was born into and the one she created. She shares stories of family, friends, the hustle required to
make it from DC to Hollywood, and the joy of living in your own truth. Here she also opens up about her experiences as a single mother, a
journey some saw as a burden but which she saw as a gift. With humor and candor, Henson shows us that behind the red carpet moments,
she is just a girl in pursuit of her dreams.
“An insightful memoir that uncovers unique stories about matters of the heart.” —Essence The inspiring New York Times bestseller from
Common—the Grammy Award, Academy Award, and Golden Globe–winning musician, actor, and activist—explores how love and mindfulness
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can build communities and allow you to take better control of your life through actions and words. Common believes that the phrase “let love
have the last word” is not just a declaration; it is a statement of purpose, a daily promise. Love is the most powerful force on the planet, and
ultimately the way you love determines who you are and how you experience life. Touching on God, self-love, partners, children, family, and
community, Common explores the core tenets of love to help us understand what it means to receive and, most importantly, to give love. He
moves from the personal—writing about his daughter, to whom he wants to be a better father—to the universal, where he observes that our
society has become fractured under issues of race and politics. He knows there’s no quick remedy for all of the hurt in the world, but love—for
yourself and for others—is where the healing begins. In his first public reveal, Common also shares a deeply personal experience of childhood
molestation that he is now confronting…and forgiving. Courageous, insightful, brave, and characteristically authentic, Let Love Have the Last
Word shares Common’s own unique and personal stories of the people and experiences that have led to a greater understanding of love and
all it has to offer. It is a powerful call to action for a new generation of open hearts and minds, one that is sure to resonate for years to come.
A daily devotional based on the New York Times bestselling The Wait, filled with inspiring readings about how having the patience to wait for
God’s best—instead of grasping for what you want right now—can transform your life. In The Wait, DeVon Franklin and Meagan Good, a
Hollywood power couple who famously saved sex for marriage, shared the life-changing message that waiting—rather than rushing—can be
the key for finding the person you’re meant to be with. Now, their powerful message is reflected again in The Wait Devotional. Filled with
scripture, prayers, and DeVon and Meagan’s trademark conversational style, this 90-day devotional is packed with real-time advice for men
and women trying to successfully navigate the ins and outs of dating, love, and relationships. You’ll discover how waiting for everything—from
sex to getting engaged—can transform your entire life by giving you greater patience, joy, peace, healing, faith, and love. Whether you’re
waiting for the right person to come along or you’re searching for the strength to put intimacy on hold, The Wait Devotional can help you slow
down and trust in God’s perfect timing, day by day.
The authors discuss the circumstances that brought them together and their decision to abstain from sex until marriage.
"A Life Without Regrets is the perfect ending to a perfect series." ~Dauntless Novels "This is a book I will think about for a long time."
~Bookbubbe "Not just for women's fiction fans, but for everyone who enjoys a heroine who digs deep to find the ability to survive and flourish
with grace." ~ PW Reader Since losing her husband, Tobias, in a tragic accident, Carol Denman has been on a journey of self-growth. She’s
taken steps to finally grieve her daughter’s death, forgive her first husband, and mend her broken relationship with her mother. The one
heartbreak she can’t seem to come to terms with is losing her husband. As Carol continues her travels, family, old friends, and new
confidants want to help her heal. However, this is a path Carol must travel alone. She knows her husband would want her to be happy again.
She just has to figure out how to move forward. Carol must dig deep to find a way back to the peace and happiness she once had in her life
with Tobias. Coming to terms with being a widow isn’t going to be easy, but with the support from her loved ones and a few strangers, Carol
embarks on her most poignant journey yet—finding a life without regrets.

New York Times bestselling author Jen Sincero gets to the core of transformation: habits--breaking, making, understanding, and
sticking with them like you've never stuck before. Badass Habits is a eureka-sparking, easy-to-digest look at how our habits make
us who we are, from the measly moments that happen in private to the resolutions we loudly broadcast (and, erm, often don't
keep) on social media. Habit busting and building goes way beyond becoming a dedicated flosser or never showing up late
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again--our habits reveal our unmet desires, the gaps in our boundaries, our level of self-awareness, and our unconscious beliefs
and fears. Badass Habits features Jen's trademark hilarious voice and offers a much-needed fresh take on the conventional
wisdom and science that shape the optimism (or pessimism?) around the age-old topic of habits. The book includes enlightening
interviews with people who've successfully strengthened their discipline backbones, new perspective on how to train our brains to
become our best selves, and offers a simple, 21 day, step-by-step guide for ditching habits that don't serve us and developing the
habits we deem most important. Habits shouldn't be impossible to reset--and with healthy boundaries, knowledge of--and
permission to go after--our desires, and an easy to implement plan of action, we can make any new goal a joyful habit.
Corporately-backed media has set up members of the Hollywood A-list as modern-day gods, molding everything from the values
of society, to the sexual behaviors of an entire generation, and contributing to the erosion of the moral fiber of a nation. But a
cultural shift is happening. A new army of A-listers, with the "A" representing abstinence, is arising and standing up for sexual
purity, in a sex-crazed culture. In The New A-list, author Dianna Hobbs highlights and mobilizes a new crop of leaders, who are
determined to lift the taboo off abstinence and virginity. Through research, biblical and practical principles, and personal stories,
readers will discover how to effectively counter immoral culture, become positive change agents, and personally adopt a
successful lifestyle of purity.
For 7 to 9-year-old boys and girls. Children, usually driven by peer-pressure, want the latest toys, electronics and clothes, but have
little understanding of the value of money or where it comes from. This is essential knowledge for later years. Billy wants a new
skateboard and games controller, but doesn’t understand why he can’t have them bought for him. He doesn’t pay anything
towards other household costs, so why does he have to contribute to a toy? His mum and dad are presented with some large and
unexpected household bills, but once Billy understands the challenges his parent’s face, it makes him respect them more, and
understand how much they work to invest in their family. Does Billy get a new skateboard? Who pays for it? Can the family afford
to keep their pet dog? Billy Wants It All is the seventh title in the Billy Growing Up series. Each book addresses a unique
topic—bullying, arrogant pride, jealousy, lying, stealing, lack of self-belief, understanding money, and secrets. Written to help
parents, guardians and teachers deal with the issues that challenge pre-teen children; each topic is presented in a gentle way
through storytelling. Setting the issues in a meaningful context helps children to understand the challenges, and to see things from
a different perspective. The books act as icebreakers allowing for discussions of difficult subjects. Additionally, each title is
supported by a free activity book to reinforce the learning, while having fun. Buying this book today will help your child learn about
the value of money and where it comes from.
Hollywood power couple DeVon Franklin and Meagan Good candidly share about their courtship and marriage, and the key to
their success—waiting. President/CEO of Franklin Entertainment and former Sony Pictures executive DeVon Franklin and awardwinning actress Meagan Good have learned sometimes all we can do is wait for “the one” to come into our lives. They spent
years crossing paths but it wasn’t until they were thrown together while working on the film Jumping the Broom that their
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storybook romance began. Faced with starting a new relationship and wanting to avoid potentially devastating relationship pitfalls,
DeVon and Meagan chose to do something almost unheard of in today’s society—abstain from sex until they were married. In The
Wait, DeVon and Meagan share the life-changing message that waiting—rather than rushing a relationship—can help you find the
person you’re meant to be with. Filled with candid his-and-hers accounts of the most important moments of their relationship, and
practical advice on how waiting for everything—from dating to sex—can transform relationships, allowing you to find a deep
connection based on patience, trust, and faith.
The Wait | Summary & Analysis Preview: Coauthored by husband and wife team DeVon Franklin and Meagan Good, The Wait
describes the ways a celibate mindset can impact various facets of life, including a person's relationship with God. The Wait is a
self-improvement strategy that has its foundations in delayed gratification, a challenging concept in a culture dominated by instant
gratification. While The Wait is centrally focused on remaining celibate until marriage, its lessons in delayed gratification can apply
to other aspects of the self, including career, self-discovery, relationships, and spirituality. Maintaining patience and clarity through
delayed gratification enables a person to see the plan God has for his or her life, even though God's plan doesn't always align with
how the person envisioned his or her own future. Practitioners of The Wait use the waiting period to work on self-improvement, to
ensure they are putting forward the best version of themselves when it comes time to meet, date, and marry the person God has in
mind for them... PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and analysis of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this Instaread
Summary of The Wait · Overview of the book · Important People · Key Takeaways · Analysis of Key Takeaways About the Author
With Instaread, you can get the key takeaways, summary and analysis of a book in 15 minutes. We read every chapter, identify
the key takeaways and analyze them for your convenience.
Having clear boundaries is essential to a healthy, balanced lifestyle. A boundary is a personal property line that marks those things
for which we are responsible. In other words, boundaries define who we are and who we are not. Boundaries impact all areas of
our lives: Physical boundaries help us determine who may touch us and under what circumstances -- Mental boundaries give us
the freedom to have our own thoughts and opinions -- Emotional boundaries help us to deal with our own emotions and disengage
from the harmful, manipulative emotions of others -- Spiritual boundaries help us to distinguish God's will from our own and give us
renewed awe for our Creator -- Often, Christians focus so much on being loving and unselfish that they forget their own limits and
limitations. When confronted with their lack of boundaries, they ask: - Can I set limits and still be a loving person? - What are
legitimate boundaries? - What if someone is upset or hurt by my boundaries? - How do I answer someone who wants my time,
love, energy, or money? - Aren't boundaries selfish? - Why do I feel guilty or afraid when I consider setting boundaries? Dr. Henry
Cloud and Dr. John Townsend offer biblically-based answers to these and other tough questions, showing us how to set healthy
boundaries with our parents, spouses, children, friends, co-workers, and even ourselves.
DIV"New York Times"-bestselling author Franklin offers the necessary keys to experiencing powerful transformation in this 21-day
fasting journal. Each day provides a specific focus for prayers and fasting, and includes specific reminders of what to expect both
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physically and spiritually during a fast./div
1st Class Single is a reliable road map that will help any single navigate the often-dangerous course toward holy matrimony. This
book gives you the benefit of learning from personal experiences. It's chock-full of practical biblical references and spiritual
analyses. About the Author Cheryl Martin is a respected broadcast journalist, conference speaker, and host of the radio program,
Excellent Living. She is a former BET news anchor and moderator of the network's signature news analysis program, Lead Story.

Considering Jesus's relational model for choosing the twelve disciples, Relational Intelligence will walk you through how
to assess your relationships, define them, discern them, align them, and finally activate your relationships to unlock your
greatest potential. Years of ministry leadership experience and personal experience have convinced Dr. Dharius Daniels:
there's no such thing as a casual relationship. All relationships are catalytic - either pushing us forward into our Godgiven purposes or holding us back. Our spiritual, physical, financial, emotional, and professional progress is greatly
impacted by who we allow to be a part of our lives and what part we allow them to play. With our destiny on the line,
relationships are too consequential to nonchalantly roll the dice in managing them. Relational Intelligence is your action
plan for getting smart about your purpose partners. Relationships were God's idea, writes Daniels, and when we
understand and apply what God has to say about them we end up avoiding unnecessary relational turmoil, advancing in
all areas of our life, and accomplishing our God-given purpose. When your purpose is on the line, the cost of relational
unintelligence is too great to pay. In this book, you will explore and learn how to activate the relational intelligence you
need for the life of purpose you want.
A myth-breaking book that will redefine who marketers see as their most valuable customers.
From actresses Tia and Tamera Mowry comes the second book in their delightful Twintuition series about the
superspecial—and sometimes supernatural—bond between sisters! In Double Trouble, identical twins Cassie and Caitlyn
Waters have adjusted to small-town life in Aura, Texas, but they’re still not used to seeing visions of the future. And their
Sight is only getting stronger as their twelfth birthday nears! But even with this new gift, neither girl could have predicted
what the mysterious package they received would contain—a connection to the father they know nothing about and the
grandmother they never knew they had. As the twins struggle to discover more about their own history, they distract
themselves by planning a birthday bash with their new friends. But when the visions of the upcoming party show it will be
more of a catastrophe than a celebration, the girls work together to keep it fiasco-free. Tia Mowry-Hardrict and Tamera
Mowry-Housley gained initial fame on the ’90s sitcom Sister, Sister. Tia can now be seen starring in and producing the
Nickelodeon series Instant Mom and on the Cooking Channel’s show Tia Mowry at Home. Tamera is a host and
producer on the hit daytime talk show The Real, currently airing on FOX. Together they’ve created a magical series
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about twin sisters with a powerful gift and an even stronger connection.
In this New York Times bestseller, Hollywood power couple DeVon Franklin and Meagan Good candidly share their
courtship and marriage, and the key to their success—waiting. President/CEO of Franklin Entertainment and former Sony
Pictures executive DeVon Franklin and award-winning actress Meagan Good have learned firsthand that some people
must wait patiently for “the one” to come into their lives. They spent years crossing paths but it wasn’t until they were
thrown together while working on the film Jumping the Broom that their storybook romance began. Faced with starting a
new relationship and wanting to avoid potentially devastating pitfalls, DeVon and Meagan chose to do something almost
unheard of in today’s society—abstain from sex until they were married. DeVon and Meagan share the life-changing
message that waiting—rather than rushing a relationship—can help you find the person you’re meant to be with. The Wait
is filled with candid his-and-hers accounts of the most important moments of their relationship and practical advice on
how waiting for everything—from dating to sex—can transform relationships, allowing you to find a deep connection based
on patience, trust, and faith.
Popular speaker and author Sarah Jakes Roberts shows women they are not disqualified by their pain and failures and
offers encouragement and strength to believe God’s best is still possible. Everyone has experiences in their lives that
stop them in their tracks and become burdens they carry with them everywhere they go. No one knows this better than
Sarah Jakes Roberts. Pregnant at fourteen, married by nineteen, divorced by twenty-two, and all while under the intense
spotlight of being Bishop T.D. Jakes’s daughter, Sarah knows what it is to feel buried by failure and aching pain. But
when her journey brought her to faith’s fork in the road, Sarah found she had to choose between staying in the comfort
of the pain she knew or daring to make new wounds and move forward. Now Sarah shares the numerous life lessons
she’s learned along the way with other women also struggling to believe they’re not disqualified by their pain and past
mistakes. She delves into topics such as allowing the past to empower the present, choosing to step forward while still
being afraid, facing struggles surrounded by community, finding intimacy with God outside preconceived notions of what
it has to look like, and learning to focus on others. With deeply personal stories of her own, Sarah helps readers find their
way to the right perspective and the confidence to walk toward the best God has for them.
"Succes in Celibacy" is a transparent guide to having NO Sex in the City, on purpose...well at least for right now. An
uncompromising walk of sexual obedience through temporary abstinence is the only way to fully realize God's
supernatural promise and purpose for our spiritual lives, physical bodies, and intimate relationships.
A memoir by the celebrated singer-songwriter and social activist Ani DiFranco In her memoir, No Walls and the Recurring
Dream, Ani DiFranco recounts her early life from a place of hard-won wisdom, combining personal expression, the power
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of music, feminism, political activism, storytelling, philanthropy, entrepreneurship, and much more into an inspiring whole.
In these frank, honest, passionate, and often funny pages is the tale of one woman's eventful and radical journey to the
age of thirty. Ani's coming of age story is defined by her ethos of fierce independence--from being an emancipated minor
sleeping in a Buffalo bus station, to unwaveringly building a career through appearances at small clubs and festivals, to
releasing her first album at the age of 18, to consciously rejecting the mainstream recording industry and creating her
own label, Righteous Babe Records. In these pages, as in life, she never hesitates to question established rules and
expectations, maintaining a level of artistic integrity that has inspired and challenged more than a few. Ani continues to
be a major touring and recording artist as well as a celebrated activist and feminist, standing as living proof that you can
overcome all personal and societal obstacles to be who you are and to follow your dreams.
DATE SMARTER, MAKE BETTER DECISIONS IN LOVE, AND ACHIEVE THE RELATIONSHIP YOU DESERVE… IT
ALL STARTS WITH NOT SETTLING! By day, Faith Jenkins is the host of the nationally syndicated TV show Divorce
Court; by night, she’s a happily married newlywed who navigated these dating streets for years before learning how to
attract the love of her dreams. When she turned 35 without a wedding ring in sight, like most women, she started getting
tons of questions about not being married. But she made a decision: I. Will. Not. Settle. As an attorney and arbitrator,
Faith has presided over hundreds of cases, and has helped couples avoid and resolve a wealth of drama. And she’s
seen it all! In Sis, Don’t Settle, she’s gathered an arsenal of love, wisdom and advice for women on how to play it smart.
Modern culture would have women believe they can’t have it all—and be smart, successful, strong women with authentic
love to boot. Wrong. Told in her signature style—sometimes salty and sometimes sweet—Faith provides real solutions that
will teach you how to thrive in relationships while avoiding common missteps and pitfalls. She delivers it straight, with no
chaser, to show us how to level up, and reminds you that how you live single will set the tone for your success in
relationships. Smart, illuminating, and, often laugh-out-loud funny, Sis, Don’t Settle is the essential playbook that will
help you build your confidence, generate better results in love, and land a high-value relationship once and for all. You’ll
find tips on topics like: Strong Independent Women…and the Men Who Love Them What’s Worse than a Bad
Relationship? Overextending Your Stay in One Becoming the Right Person to Attract the Right Person How to Release
Trash Subconscious Beliefs that Keep You Settling And much more! Whether you’re single, divorced, or in a
situationship, Sis, Don’t Settle reveals the direction and guidance you need to navigate love and take back your power.
Every once in a while, a rare poetic treasure emerges and speaks to us in a profound and meaningful way*the kind of piece you
keep close by to share its gentle wisdom. For more than 20 years, Russell Kelfer's inspirational poem, Wait, has ministered to
countless individuals, yet the author's identity was always unknown*until now. Russell Kelfer speaks to our human desire to hear
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God's plan for our life and our subsequent frustration when we feel we are met with His silence. What we often hear as God's "no,"
however, is God's "wait." "Wait*for My timing. Wait for Me to work in you. Wait while you learn to trust Me." Noted designer,
Marianne Richmond, found the poem and brought it to life with her insightful illustrations to create this unique inspirational gift
book.
Primary FRCA in a Box 2e contains over 200 revision flashcards addressing all the topics needed to pass the Primary FRCA. The
key subject areas of physiology, pharmacology, physics, and anatomy are covered in easy-to-learn note format. Illustrations aid
understanding making this particularly suited to the viva examination. Using standard question formats from the Royal College
exams, Primary FRCA in a Box 2e is an essential tool for effective revision and preparation for the Primary FRCA
exams.Recommended for all qualified and trainee anaesthetists and their trainers, and related health professionals.
DON’T KISS DATING GOODBYE! There is a much better way! Dr. Myles Munroe is an internationally acclaimed teacher and
conference speaker with several best-selling books to his credit. In Waiting and Dating, Dr. Munroe offers a balanced, biblical view
for every believer who wants a prosperous and fulfilling marriage relationship. He offers some of the best advice you will ever find
on the subject of finding the one with whom you will spend the rest of your life. In Waiting and Dating, you will learn: • The
importance of sharing your faith in God. • The need for personal wholeness. • The importance of true friendship in a relationship. •
The myths of finding the right person. • How to discern the right mate. • Much, much more! The principles in this book will guide
you through what for some is the most confusing time of your life. For anyone looking for that special someone with whom to share
their life, this book is essential, fun, and full of hope!
Don't let your past keep you from a full future. Like every girl, Sarah Jakes dreamed of a life full of love, laughter, and happy
endings. But her dreams changed dramatically when she became pregnant at age thirteen, a reality only compounded by the fact
that her father, Bishop T.D. Jakes, was one of the most influential megachurch pastors in the nation. As a teen mom and a highprofile preacher's kid, her road was lonely. She was shunned at school, gossiped about at church. And a few years later, when a
fairy-tale marriage ended in a spiral of hurt and rejection, she could have let her pain dictate her future. Instead, she found herself
surrounded by a God she'd given up on, crashing headlong with Him into a destiny she'd never dreamed of. Sarah's captivating
story, unflinchingly honest and deeply vulnerable, is a vivid reminder that God can turn even the deepest pain into His perfection.
More than a memoir, Lost and Found offers hope and encouragement. Perhaps you, like Sarah, find yourself wandering the
detours of life. Regardless of how lost you feel, you, too, can be found.
DeVon Franklin, New York Times bestselling author of The Wait and prominent Hollywood producer, reveals that secular and
spiritual success are not opposites. To have one, you need the other. You can be wildly successful without losing your faith. In
fact, your secular success will strengthen your faith if you allow it. Too often we believe that success in secular environments
contradicts the core principles of faith, but the opposite is true: Your faith was designed to thrive in the secular world and to
transform it as a result. You may never experience the true fulfillment you were created for until you pursue the secular ambitions
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in your heart. New York Times bestselling author DeVon Franklin knows this to be true. In The Hollywood Commandments, the
prominent Hollywood producer and spiritual success coach reveals 10 life-changing lessons picked-up from his over-twenty-year
career in the entertainment business. You won’t learn these lessons in the church yet they will help you achieve an amazing life
and thriving career that glorifies God. The Hollywood Commandments will help you: Identify how to use what makes you unique to
propel your career. Overcome fear and build the courage to pursue new opportunities waiting for you. Gain the confidence to make
important life decisions with greater peace and clarity. Negotiate the life and career advancement you deserve. No, you don’t
have to work in Hollywood for this book to work for you, these "commandments" apply to every walk of life! If you are stuck,
looking for the secrets to advance your career, or have a feeling there’s more to life, this book is for you.
Danielle Stevens is Hollywood’s “next big thing” in a long line of next big things. When she goes to Dallas to prepare for a
role—shadowing Detective Harper Jeremiah—she’s not only running from her fame…she’s also running from a stalker. Harper
Jeremiah wouldn’t recognize a Hollywood actress even if she bumped into one on the street. The last thing she wants to do is to
get pulled from her current case to have an actress follow her around. But the perceived babysitting gig quickly turns into a
protection detail as the threats against Dani escalate. The two women form a bond as secrets are shared, trust builds, and the
stalker turns into a hunter. As the stalker’s pursuit becomes relentless, Harper becomes even more determined than ever to
protect Dani at any cost. But could that unwavering conviction get them both killed?
The bestselling author returns with his biggest book yet in which he teaches us the secret to living a happier life: get rid of as many
expectations as possible—of ourselves, our future, our relationships, our career and our family. Expectations are the secret
software, running on the hardware of our minds, controlling our emotions, decisions, and actions. How? Think about your life. How
much of the sadness you feel derives from what you think should have happened—than with what actually happened? Think about
your career. How much of the discontent you feel comes from your belief about where you’d be at this point–than with the
progress you’ve actually made? Think about your relationships. How much of your dissatisfaction with friends, family, significant
others, or spouses has to do with your unspoken presumptions—than with the people themselves? Having so many expectations is
distorting your perspective, decreasing your happiness and disrupting your joy. You can live a life of true freedom, greater peace
and less stress: release as many expectations as possible. This, DeVon Franklin argues, is the secret to a better life now. In a
culture obsessed with more, Live Free is a bold counterintuitive book that can start a cultural revolution, Franklin contends.
Everyone struggles with unnecessary expectations. But once you learn to let go of them, you can set the stage for the life you’ve
always wanted.
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